
Feast on  
“Crunch Time”

The breakfast rush, the lunch surge, the after work crowd – crunch time means revenue 

time for QSR and fast casual restaurants. The bad news – it can also mean long lines, 

annoyed customers and slow service. Don’t fall into the point-of-sale crunch time trap. 

Xenial Ordering keeps orders flowing and customers smiling while reducing costs.

Omni-channel? Way more! Try alpha-omega-any-way-a-customer-wants-to-order-channel. 

Kiosk, counter, drive-thru, customer app, website, voice and even third-party delivery. 

Everything flows through the Xenial Restaurant Cloud. This kitchen-centric, feed- 

the-customer solution provides state-of-the-art, cloud-driven, smartphone-easy apps 

running on all sorts of devices.

Bust a line with a fully mobile tablet? Sure. Self-order at a sit-down table or 

a standalone kiosk? Of course. Self-serve kiosk in a drive-thru? Yes, even that.

Ordering has never been more connected thanks to the Xenial Cloud. Built on 

Amazon Web Services, Xenial Ordering throws the POS server out of the store. 

This takes security, infrastructure, redundancy, data and scaling issues “off your plate”.

Are you not fully ready to move everything over to the cloud? That’s fine, the Xenial 

Cloud plays nice with existing technologies too. So you can start innovating where you 

need it the most and bridge your business reality to where you need to go. We call that 

future-proofing your restaurant.

Powerful, flexible and hugely affordable. Xenial Ordering!

RESTAURANT

Xenial Ordering Products

•  Xenial Ordering Counter

•  Xenial Ordering Kiosk

•  Xenial Ordering Kiosk 
Drive-thru

•  Xenial Ordering Drive-thru

•  Xenial Ordering Tablets

•  Xenial Ordering Tableside

•  Xenial Ordering Customer Apps

•  Xenial Ordering Voice

•  Third-Party Delivery Integration

#Ordering

Profits

XENIAL ORDERING
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Key Features:

Let customers serve themselves from anywhere at any 
time and give your employees everything they need to 
keep the front of the house humming and buzzing – so 
you can focus on the big picture, even at crunch time.

• Intuitive, app-like interface requires 
 no special training

• Conversational ordering for fast, 
 accurate order taking

•  Self-serve or full-serve capabilities

• No IT required for set-up or configuration 
 of terminals

• Cloud-based data storage and management, 
 no IT servers required

•  Centralized management control over 
every device, even cash drawers

•  Customizable configurations for order 
flow and destinations

•  Effective date controls for flawless 
promotional execution

Xenial Ordering Gives You The Power To:

•  Ensure order accuracy at high volumes

•  Reduce labor costs

•  Reduce training time

•  Eliminate capital expenses and IT costs

•  Keep orders flowing at the speed of conversation

•  Keep customers coming back for more

Offer Boundless Customer Ordering
Let customers order when, where and how they  

like with a universally great experience

Contact@Xenial.com 

704-295-7034

Xenial Sales

www.xenial.com


